From: Abraham Ginsberg <cpjce@btconnect.com>
Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2019 at 5:54 AM
Subject: Personal urgent appeal!!
To: ACG <acgrpc@gmail.com>

Dear Friend and Associate,
It is with a heavy heart that I approach you on a matter of great urgency.
For the past 20 years I have been involved on a daily basis with the great task of preserving and safeguarding Jewish
cemeteries and mass graves all over Europe.
During these years, I have faced the most extreme cases and difficult challenges in all aspects, whether it was actively
halting cemetery desecration during digging or construction, or visiting sites to rebury bones, or if it was a case of
determining boundaries, lobbying at National and local Government authorities, attending meetings and discussions,
fighting legal battles, all this was an accumulation of hard work by a very dedicated and devoted team headed by the
renowned Grand Rabbi Elyakim Schlesinger.
Over the past 20 years we never ever said NO, we were always available at an instance, and our team was in the past
and remain constantly available to assist in every possible way, to liaise and co-operate with all authorities and
organisations all over Europe.
Personally I travelled all over Europe in often difficult situations, whether it was in the freezing winter months in
Eastern Europe and also working on reburying bones in extreme 40c heat in the middle of Summer in Spain, I have
many times sacrificed holiday in cases of emergency, I have missed family weddings and events, all because of our
holy task of saving the cemeteries.
Our devotion and sincerity have earned us our famous reputation all over.
Now we have come to an unfortunate state of emergency, where the costs of maintaining our day to day activities have
overtaken us and are threatening to bring our activities to a stop.
We are therefore launching an emergency fundraising campaign to raise much needed funds to enable our work to
continue. We have 39 crucial hours to raise the sum of £250,00 in order to be able to continue!
It is now that I personally approach you to come and help me, I have set a goal of raising at least £3600 in the next 36
hours, so that our organisation can together reach its target.
Dear Friend,
I have never said the word NO, now on behalf of our ancestors, please do not say NO to us, please help us in the
time of crisis and support our one off emergency campaign.
Your generosity and kindness will be greatly appreciated and we all know what our sages have taught us that those
buried remain indebted to all those who ensure their everlasting resting place.
Please visit my link at https://charidy.com/cpjce/109
Thanking you in anticipation
Sincerely yours

Rabbi Abraham Ginsberg
Executive Director
Committee for the Preservation of Jewish Cemeteries in Europe
34A Fairholt Road
London N16 5HW
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